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Inside the Selection Box:
Visualising active learning selection strategies

Brian Mac Namee, Rong Hu & Sarah Jane Delany
Applied Intelligence Research Centre
Dublin Institute of Technology
Dublin 8, Ireland
Brian.MacNamee@dit.ie

Abstract
Visualisations can be used to provide developers with insights into the inner workings of interactive machine learning techniques. In active learning, an inherently
interactive machine learning technique, the design of selection strategies is the key
research question and this paper demonstrates how spring model based visualisations can be used to provide insight into the precise operation of various selection
strategies. Using sample datasets, this paper provides detailed examples of the
differences between a range of selection strategies.
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Introduction

In order to reach better solutions, some machine learning algorithms can benefit from the guidance
of a human analyst. Commonly referred to as interactive (or human-in-the-loop) machine learning
[1], such approaches mix the ability of automated algorithms to deal with massive amounts of multivariate data, with our own ability to identify complex patterns. One of the best ways in which to
enable the interaction between algorithms and analysts is to use visualisations of the underlying
datasets.
Active learning (AL) [2] is a semi-supervised machine learning approach that is inherently interactive. The goal of AL is to overcome the problem in supervised learning that labelled datasets can
be difficult or expensive to obtain by training a classifier from an unlabelled dataset by asking an
analyst to label a small number of examples chosen by an automated selection strategy to be most
informative. While there is potential to use visualisations to help analysts guide the AL process
itself, there is also potential to use visualisations to help design AL algorithms. Probably the most
important research challenge in developing AL systems is selecting the most appropriate selection
strategy. Typically, selection strategies are compared by examining learning curves that indicate the
accuracy of the classifier created after various numbers of labels have been solicited from the analyst
and used to build a classifier [3]. This, however, does not provide any explanation as to why certain
selection strategies work and others do not. There is potential to use visualisations to provide this
explanation.
In this paper we present the Case Base Topology Viewer for Active Learning (CBTV-AL) a system
designed to visualise the AL process so that the operation of selection strategies can be better understood. In Section 2 we provide a brief overview of related work in interactive machine learning and
visualisation, before explaining the CBTV-AL system in Section 3. In Section 4 we demonstrate
how CBTV-AL can be used to visualise the AL process using two classification datasets, and describe how this offers insight into the operation of different selection strategies. Finally, in Section
5 we conclude and outline the directions in which we intend to take this work in the future.
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Related work

Interactive machine learning [1] requires human analysts to contribute to semi-automated machine
learning processes in order to reach better solutions. When applied to the correct task, interactive
machine learning can achieve results that fully automated solutions might never reach. For example,
the iVibrate [4] system presents users with intermediate clustering results and asks them to refine the
cluster boundaries found by the algorithm before the clustering process continues. In image retrieval
(e.g. [5]) an initial set of images returned from a textual search query can be presented to a user and
this set can be revised and extended based on images, or subsets of images, selected by the user
as most relevant. Even the process of building classifiers can benefit from interactive user input on
which features to use, the relative importance of training examples or values for model parameters
[6, 1].
One of the most effective ways that interactions between machine learning techniques and users
can be facilitated is to use visualisations of the dataset being used [7, 6, 8, 1]. For example, in the
iVibrate system [4] a two dimensional scatter plot of the data being clustered is presented to users
to allow them refine the cluster boundaries that have been found by the algorithm so far. There are
a wide range of approaches to visualising large, high-dimensional datasets [9] but it is essentially
a dimensionality reduction exercise. Examples include the Grand Tour [10], principal components
analysis [11], force-directed graph drawing algorithms [12], Sammon mapping [13], and techniques
that make use of output of the machine learning process itself [14].
There are few examples of visualisation applied to active learning. Visalix [15] is one, the core
of which is a 3D interactive visual clustering component. It also provides a visual active learning
component which visualises the data in an uncertainty space and allows the user to select the next
example to be labelled. It is limited in its applicability as the visualisation is built on representations
of the dataset examples based on the certainty with which the examples can be classified. This
does not allow for the visualisation of the existing automated selection strategies that have proven
successful in active learning, or allow users to guide these selection strategies by informed manual
selection. To the best of our knowledge there are no previous attempts to use visualisations to better
understand the workings of active learning selection strategies. The next section will describe our
approach to this.
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Generating Visualisations for Active Learning

The active learning (AL) process begins with an unlabelled dataset and so visualisation techniques
that do not rely on classifier output are most suitable. In CBTV-AL we use the force-directed graph
drawing algorithm known as the spring model [12] which allows the display of n-dimensional data
on a two dimensional plane by using the similarity between examples to dictate their relative positions on the graph. Amongst other things this approach has been used to show the impact of adding
or removing examples from a dataset [16] and the effect of using different measures of the similarity between examples in a dataset [17]. There are many ways to measure the similarity between
examples [18]. In our system we use two of the most common – normalised Euclidean distance for
datasets where all features are numeric and cosine similarity for textual datasets for which we use a
bag-of-words representation [19]. More details of our approach to dataset visualisation can be found
in [17].
Before the AL process begins the spring model graph of a dataset is allowed to reach equilibrium.
The first step in the AL process is the selection of a small (typically 5 – 10) set of examples to form
an initial training set which is used to seed the AL process. In our system the initial training set
can be selected either at random or using agglomerative hierarchical clustering (AHC) clustering
[20]. Using this initial labelled set all examples are ranked in order of their useful to the AL process.
The method for calculating this ranking depends on the selection strategy being used. The selection
strategy is used to select a number of examples from the dataset (usually one) for labelling by a
human oracle. We consider four selection strategies:
Density sampling in which the density [21] of each example in a dataset is calculated as the sum of
the similarities of examples within a pre-defined region around the target example, and examples in
the most dense regions of the dataset are selected first for labelling.
2

Density & diversity sampling which selects examples for labelling based a weighted combination
of density and diversity to create a more balanced selection strategy [21].
Uncertainty sampling in which the examples that a classifier, trained on the examples labelled
by the oracle so far, has most difficulty classifying are considered most uncertain and selected for
labelling first [22, 23].
Once the oracle has labelled new examples the remaining examples in the dataset is are re-ranked
according to their usefulness to the AL process (in our system this involves recalculating diversity
and uncertainty as density remains constant throughout the process). The process repeats until some
stopping criteria is reached (typically a labelling budget expires). The purpose of CBTV-AL is to
visualise this process. This is done by showing a graph of the dataset, arranged using the spring
model, and annotating this graph to display labels given by the analyst, predictions made using a
classifier built from the current dataset and measures of density, diversity and uncertainty. Section 4
will present examples of this using two classification datasets.
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Examples of Visualised AL

The first dataset we use to demonstrate the CBTV-AL system is the popular Iris dataset (available
from the UCI Machine Learning repository [24]) which has 3 classes, 4 numeric features and 150
instances (50 of each class). While the Iris dataset represents a very easy classification problem it is
useful as it facilitates explanation of the AL processes and the impact of different selection strategies.
The second dataset used is a binary classification dataset generated from the Reuters collection1
and including 250 randomly sampled documents from each of the acq and earn categories. Texts
are tokenised at the word level and feature values are recorded as unit length normalised word
frequencies. Stop-word removal and document frequency reduction (removing all words that occur
in less than 3 documents in the dataset) was also performed resulting in 1,000 features. The Reuters
dataset represents a more difficult classification problem and is of much higher dimension than
the Iris dataset making it a more interesting visualisation proposition. Both of these datasets are
fully labelled and so the AL process is simulated removing the need for a human oracle. The
purpose of these demonstrations is not to evaluate the active learning process itself, but rather to
demonstrate how visualisations can be effective in understanding the inner workings of various
selection strategies, justifying our use of this simulation strategy.
Figure 1 shows snapshots of the formation of the spring model graph for the Iris dataset in which
examples form into three noticeable clusters. Once the graph has reached equilibrium, an initial
training set of six examples are randomly selected from the full dataset. Figure 2(a) shows the initial
labelled examples enlarged, where both the colours and shapes of these labelled examples represent
their true class. A 5-nearest neighbour classifier using distance-weighted majority voting and built
from this initial training set is used to generate a predicted class for each example remaining in the
unlabelled set. The predictions made by this classifier are indicated by colour in Figure 2(a), where
the shapes of each example represent true class. It is clear that the classifier is doing a particularly
bad job in this case, particularly for the class represented by circles (this will be explained below).
Figure 2(b) shows the same dataset where the darkness of each unlabelled example indicates its
density (darkness increases with density). It is evident from the graph that examples are most dense
in the centre region. Figure 2(c) shows the initial diversity scores for the examples in the dataset
(example darkness increases with diversity) and the relationship between diversity and distance to a
labelled example is evident. Figure 2(d) shows the initial classification uncertainty ratings for each
unlabelled example (darkness increases with classification uncertainty). It is interesting to compare
Figures 2(d) and 2(a) to note that at this stage classifications that are quite certain are not always
accurate.
Figure 3 shows a series of snapshots of the results of the AL process running on the Iris dataset
using a density-only selection strategy (it is worth noting again that density ratings remain constant
throughout the AL process). While density-based selection strategies are intuitively sensible, the
ineffectiveness of density-only strategies is clearly evident as one class (illustrated using red stars)
is more densely packed than the other two so all labelling is initially done for examples of that class.
1

Available at: http://www.daviddlewis.com/resources/testcollections/reuters21578/
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It is only after this class is almost completely labelled that examples from either of the other classes
are presented for labelling, and the performance of the resulting classifier built improves.
Figure 4 shows snapshots of the same process using a selection strategy based on a combination of
density and diversity. This approach achieves a much more successful balance between exploration
and exploitation and examples from all over the graph are chosen for labelling by the oracle. This
leads to very accurate classifiers very early on in the process – indicated by the agreement between
colour and shape of unlabelled examples.
Figure 5 shows snapshots of the same process using classifier uncertainty sampling selection strategy. Uncertainty sampling concentrates on the class boundaries and it is interesting to compare
Figures 5(d) and 4(d) to note how the density & diversity selection moves around the full example
space while uncertainty sampling concentrates on the class boundaries - in particular the boundary
between the star and triangular classes. The initial training set used in this process was selected
randomly and the impact of this can be seen in this example. Figure 5(b) shows that a number of
steps into the AL process the predicted classes, particularly for the class represented by circles, are
not accurate, especially when compared to Figure 4(b). Because the classifier built from this set is
not very successful the uncertainty scores do not serve as a good guide to selection. This clearly
illustrates the need in active learning to make an informed selection of the initial training set (using
techniques such as clustering [25]) when uncertainty sampling selection strategies are being used.
Figures 2(e) and 2(f) show the final class labellings and final classification uncertainties (calculated
by performing a leave-one-out cross validation on the fully labelled dataset) for the Iris dataset. It is
interesting to note how clearly the visualisation indicates that classification uncertainty is centred on
the border between the two non-linearly separable classes, while examples from the third linearly
separable class have high classification certainties associated with them.
Figure 6 shows the formation of the visualisation graph for the Reuters dataset and Figure 7 shows
the initial density, diversity, and uncertainty ratings for examples in the dataset after the initial training set has been selected. This time instead of using a random selection of the initial training set,
agglomerative hierarchical clustering is used which leads to a better initial training set. This time the
initial classifications made by the classifier built using the initial training set are reasonably accurate
which has a significant impact on the uncertainty sampling strategy. Figure 8 further emphasises the
futility of density sampling selection strategies as the entirety of one dense class is labelled before
considering any examples from the second less dense class. The density and diversity sampling
approach shown in Figure 9 is a major improvement showing a much more balanced exploration of
the example space. Finally, Figure 10 shows the uncertainty sampling selection strategy. This time,
because of the more balanced initial training set performance is considerably better than was the
case for the Iris dataset in the early stages. It is also particularly interesting to compare the selection path taken by the uncertainty sampling selection strategy and the density & diversity sampling
selection strategy (e.g. Figures 9(c) and 10(c)). This time selection is concentrated around the class
boundaries with very few examples selected from the relatively certain region in which the members
of the red class are clustered.
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Conclusion & Future Work

The contribution of this paper is a demonstration of how visualisation techniques can be used to offer
insight into the inner workings of interactive machine learning algorithms. By creating a spring
model graph of a dataset and annotating it correctly, the subtleties of various selection strategies
can be illustrated in order to help developers create more effective AL systems. We have used two
datasets to demonstrate the differences between three common selection strategies. We intend to
continue this work in two directions. The first is to use these insights to develop novel selection
strategies using extra information such as data profiling information [26]. The second is to continue
investigating how visualisations can be used to facilitate interactions between analysts and the active
learning process – for example to create analyst-driven selection strategies.
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Figure 1: The spring model graph drawing process for the Iris dataset
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(a) Initial class predictions (indicated by (b) Initial density ratings (darkness increases
colour)
with density)

(c) Initial diversity ratings (darkness increases (d) Initial uncertainty ratings (darkness inwith diversity)
creases with uncertainty)

(e) Final classes labelled by the oracle

(f) Final uncertainty ratings (darkness increases with uncertainty)

Figure 2: Initial class predictions, densities, diversities and uncertainties and final labelled classes
and leave-one-out uncertainties for the Iris dataset. Examples labelled by the oracle are shown
enlarged and their colours indicate their labelled class.
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Figure 3: A visualisation of the active learning process running on the Iris dataset using a densityonly selection strategy. Examples labelled by the oracle are shown enlarged. The shape of each
point represents its true class. Colour indicates the true class for examples labelled by the oracle and
current predicted class for those examples not yet labelled.
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Figure 4: A visualisation of the active learning process running on the Iris dataset using a density &
diversity selection strategy. Examples labelled by the oracle are shown enlarged. The shape of each
point represents its true class. Colour indicates the true class for examples labelled by the oracle and
current predicted class for those examples not yet labelled.
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Figure 5: A visualisation of the active learning process running on the Iris dataset using an uncertainty sampling selection strategy. Examples labelled by the oracle are shown enlarged. The shape
of each point represents its true class. Colour indicates the true class for examples labelled by the
oracle and current predicted class for those examples not yet labelled.
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Figure 6: The spring model graph drawing process for the Reuters dataset
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(a) Initial class predictions (indicated by (b) Initial density ratings (darkness increases
colour)
with density)

(c) Initial diversity ratings (darkness increases (d) Initial uncertainty ratings (darkness inwith diversity)
creases with uncertainty)

(e) Final classes labelled by the oracle

(f) Final uncertainty ratings (darkness increases with uncertainty)

Figure 7: Initial class predictions, densities, diversities and uncertainties and final classes and leaveone-out classification certainties for the Reuters dataset.
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Figure 8: A visualisation of the active learning process running on the Reuters dataset using a
density only selection strategy. Examples labelled by the oracle are shown enlarged. The shape
of each point represents its true class. Colour indicates the true class for examples labelled by the
oracle and current predicted class for those examples not yet labelled.
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Figure 9: A visualisation of the active learning process running on the Reuters dataset using a density
& diversity selection strategy. Examples labelled by the oracle are shown enlarged. The shape of
each point represents its true class. Colour indicates the true class for examples labelled by the
oracle and current predicted class for those examples not yet labelled.
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Figure 10: A visualisation of the active learning process running on the Reuters dataset using an
uncertainty sampling selection strategy. Examples labelled by the oracle are shown enlarged. The
shape of each point represents its true class. Colour indicates the true class for examples labelled by
the oracle and current predicted class for those examples not yet labelled.
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